Date: May 17, 2016

To: ALL BIDDERS

GENERAL NOTES:

1. This Addendum shall be incorporated as a part of the Request for Bids (RFB), referenced above.

2. All Bidders shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum on the Bid Form attached to the RFB. Failure to do so may be cause for rejection of Bid.

3. This Addendum supersedes and/or supplements all portions of the bid documents with which it conflicts. These Revisions supersede all previous instructions pertaining to these items.

4. Unless otherwise stated in this addendum, the due date and time have not changed.

CLARIFICATION:

In Attachment A Bid Form, the Product Description for line item 110 should read “Hausman Proteam Model A9041 Treatment table with Cubby laminate shelf and open storage cabinet 30"x78" upholstered top with 2" high-density foam high-pressure laminate legs, apron and H-brace. New enhanced leg hardware system. Legs have protective black vinyl scuff caps. Natural oak - color - navy blue NO SUBSTITUTE”.

In Attachment A Bid Form, the Product Description for line item 152 should read “Chattanooga Intellect IFC Portable Electrotherapy - dual channel inferential unit - channel: manual selection single for 2-pole dual for 4-pole - 4 stimulation modes continuous, 1/1, 8/8, 10/10 ramped; Waveform; symmetric biphasic square; adjustable interface - sliding cover protects controls, battery – includes 120V AC line cord adapter; Dimensions: 1/3" x 2/5" x 3/7" - weighs 5.2oz NO SUBSTITUTE

In Attachment A Bid Form, the Product Description for line item 158 should read “Medic XL - Ath. Training Table - on board storage secure locking cabinet & all-terrain wheels - standard color - 80lbs - powder-coated finish - folds up-wheels fold out - storage - access from both sides – 2 bungee cords inc. – Attach supplies for transportation NO SUBSTITUTE

End of Addendum No. 1